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2021 SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
Fort Union Room, State Capitol 
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1/6/2021 

 relating to money broker charges to amend and reenact sections 

Chairman Klein opened the hearing at 11:00 AM.  All members present. 
Senators:  Klein, Larsen, Burckhard, Kreun, Marcellais, Vedaa 

Discussion Topics: 
• Broker charges

11:00 AM Corey Krebs, Assistant Commissioner, North Dakota Department of Financial 
Institutions, testified in favor #83 

11:28 AM Chairman Klein closed the hearing on SB 2103. 

11:30 AM Senator Vedaa moves DO PASS on SB 2103.  Senator Larsen 2nd motion 

Roll Call Vote: 
Senators Vote 

Senator Jerry Klein Y 
Senator Doug Larsen Y 
Senator Randy A. Burckhard Y 
Senator Curt Kreun Y 
Senator Richard Marcellais Y 
Senator Shawn Vedaa Y 

The motion passed 6-0-0 
Carrier: Senator Klein 

Chairman Klein recessed at 11:32 a.m. hearing. Gail Stanek, Committee 

Clerk 



Com Standing Committee Report Module ID: s_stcomrep_02_013
January 7, 2021 4:06PM  Carrier: Klein 

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE
SB 2103: Industry, Business and Labor Committee (Sen. Klein, Chairman) recommends 

DO PASS (6 YEAS, 0 NAYS, 0 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). SB 2103 was placed 
on the Eleventh order on the calendar. 

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 s_stcomrep_02_013



MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 6, 2021 

TO:  Senate Industry, Business and Labor Committee 

FROM: Corey Krebs, Assistant Commissioner 

SUBJECT:  Testimony in Support of Senate Bill No. 2103 

Chairman Klein and members of the Senate Industry, Business and 

Labor Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of Senate 

Bill No. 2103.  The purpose of this bill is to address weaknesses in current 

law as identified by industry professionals, attorneys, and department staff. 

We have considered the input of these stakeholders and this bill strikes a 

balance, eliminating unnecessary burdens where possible, modernizing 

consumer protections to be consistent with those of other states, and 

clarifying language within existing law.  

Senate Bill 2103 includes amendments to Chapters 13-04.1-02.1, 13-

05-02.3, 13-08-12, 13-04.1-09.2, and 13-04.1-09.3 of the North Dakota
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Century Code relating to money brokers, collection agencies, and deferred 

presentment service providers.   

Section 1 of the Bill would amend 13-04.1-02.1 related to exemptions 

to the money broker statute.  Money brokers are persons or entities who 

engage in the act of arranging or providing loans or lease financing.  The rule 

establishes licensing requirements, bonding requirements, and a framework 

over the process to help protect the public from misleading or predatory 

practices and individuals.  The rule also specifically exempts groups and 

individuals from these rules if the risks are otherwise controlled or mitigated.   

One group that is specifically exempt is state or federal agencies or 

their employees.  It is assumed the intention was for this employee 

exemption to apply to their actions executed in their capacity as government 

employees.   For example, an employee of the North Dakota Housing 

Finance Agency would be specifically exempt from this law as this state 

agency mission involves lending and controls exist over this agency.  What 

is not clear is if other employees acting outside of their role as a government 

employee are also exempt.  For example, would an employee of the 

Department of Transportation be exempt by virtue of that employment with 

the state even if the loans being granted were not part of their duties as an 

employee of the state, rather a secondary business venture.  This bill adds 
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clarifying language to ensure only lending activity related to the individual’s 

duties as a government employee is exempt from this statute.       

 This bill also adds two new exemptions from the money broker 

licensing requirement, the first of these being certain certified development 

corporations.   Much of the activity performed by certified development 

corporations currently subject to the money broker regulation is part of their 

work with Small Business Administration loans.  These loans are subject to 

review by this government agency, thus the risks to consumers or 

businesses are greatly limited.  Many also offer other loan products in 

addition to their Small Business Administration loan activity. If these 

additional loan product offerings were primarily to promote community 

development or home ownership rather than being a profit center for the 

certified development corporation, under this proposal, the company can 

continue to be exempt.  This exemption will limit any cost or burden for these 

companies if they are engaging in low-risk activity or review from the Small 

Business Administration. 

The department reached out to the industry for their input on this 

exemption.  The response received was generally positive.  There was one 

request for a greater level of exemption.  The request was to exempt loan 

products which were written with terms that were more profitable to the 
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company than those outlined in this bill.  This broader exemption was 

considered but ultimately was not incorporated into this bill.  This exemption 

is limited low-risk activity, activities which were clearly to promote community 

development or home ownership.  Higher return products may or may not be 

written for this purpose, thus pose a higher risk to consumers and are not 

eligible for an exemption.  It is important to note that if a community 

development corporation wishes to engage in higher return lending which is 

not exempt, they can do so after obtaining a money broker’s license, 

ensuring a base set of protections are in place just as they do today.  This 

exemption makes compliance easier for companies that wish to engage in 

low-risk activity.     

The second exemption created with this bill is for nonprofit corporations 

that offer a limited number of loans, again with terms that make it clear they 

were designed for community development purposes.  Here again this 

exemption was discussed with the industry and it appears to meet their 

needs while limiting consumer risk.     

Section 2 and section 5 of this bill are related to each other.  Section 5 

repeals the 13-04.1-09.2 which relates to protections for small dollar loans, 

and in its place, section 2 establishes 13-04.1-09.3 as the framework for 
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loans written under chapter 13, including small dollar loans.  This change 

makes North Dakota’s rule more similar to rules of other states. 

The current rule, 13-04.1-09.2 is problematic for several reason.  First 

and foremost, it is unnecessary complex in the formula used to calculate 

maximum finance charges for small dollar loans.  The result of this complex 

formula is one of the lowest returns allowed by any state for small loans 

which could limit credit options for consumers.  It also establishes no interest 

rate framework for loans above $1000 and no framework governing fees, 

making us only one of two states not addressing late fees.  This makes our 

law inconsistent with most other states and applicable federal law.  Finally, 

lenders can exploit weaknesses in the current rule to structure credits in such 

a way to circumvent most of the protection in this law. 

It is interesting to note, that consumer advocacy groups have long 

criticized the payday loan industry for predatory loan practices.  In North 

Dakota, we have not heard issues with the payday loan industry, likely due 

to the strong controls we have over this industry.  However, we do see issues 

with money brokers, particularly online lenders offering small dollar loans.  It 

appears there are loopholes that are resulting in practices which may not 

have been intended by the legislative body when this the original small dollar 

loan protections were adopted.   
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These weaknesses and inconsistencies are a concern for two reasons.  

First, for North Dakota consumers it means that they have fewer safeguards 

from predatory lending practices than they would have if they were citizens 

of another state.  Secondly, for lenders it means that the current law is a 

prime target for action from consumer advocacy groups.  Consumer 

advocacy groups have sponsored voter-initiated measures as close to us as 

South Dakota.  Voter initiated measures are great but are often simple 

prohibitions or limits that could make otherwise desirable practices 

unprofitable and have the unintended consequence of limiting consumer 

credit options.  The Department is proposing this change as a well-reasoned 

rule which attempts to establish protections from predatory lending practices 

while not being unduly burdensome to limit consumer credit options.         

Prior to drafting the proposed 13-04.1-09.3, the department 

researched comparable rules employed by other states and the federal 

government.  While a wide range of limitations exist, some limits such as a 

36% limit on annual percentage rates seem to be emerging the prevailing 

limit adopted by more and more states, probably because this is the limit also 

used by the federal government to protect military service members.  Other 

limits where possible such as limits on late fees were selected for both 

simplicity in calculation and after considering the limits of surrounding states.   
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 Finally, loan extensions, payment deferrals, and refinance fees are 

normal parts of loan administration, but can also be used to circumvent APR 

limitations or late fee charge limitations.  Efforts were made to limit the ability 

to circumvent these rules including a prohibition on balloon payments and 

excess late or extension fees for small dollar loans.  This avoids a complete 

prohibition of these activities, but also establishes a reasonable framework 

in which to use them to prevent predatory lending practices.    

It should be noted that we do not believe many North Dakota lenders 

will be impacted by these changes.  Most North Dakota lenders offer terms 

well below the limits proposed here.  We reached out to the only local lender 

we thought could potentially be impacted and that company declined to 

comment.  Most of the lenders the department sees engaging in these more 

aggressive lending practices are online only lenders without a physical 

presence in North Dakota and minimal lending activity in North Dakota. 

It is also important to point out that this rule only applies to those 

subject to the money broker regulation.  This does not apply to banks or 

credit unions.  When discussing this change with those industries, we have 

tried to make that clear.  We have also pointed out that banks and credit 

unions are subject to greater federal government oversight than are money 

brokers which is the reason for a state rule applying just to money brokers.    
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Section 3 of the Bill would amend 13-05-02.3 related to exemptions to 

the collection agency statute.  The rule establishes licensing requirements, 

bonding requirements, and a framework over the process to help protect the 

public from misleading or predatory practices and individuals.   

Much like the money broker statute, certain government employees 

are exempt from the collection agency statue.  This bill adds clarifying 

language to ensure only collection activity related to the individual’s duties 

as a government employee is exempt from this statute. 

This rule also has an exemption for licensed real estate brokers.  The 

proposed change makes it clear the exemption is for activity related to that 

individual’s professional license.   

Finally, section 5 of this bill is a change related to 13-08-12 governing 

Deferred Presentment Service Providers also known as payday lenders.  To 

limit the risk of predatory practices and to avoid the risk of a borrower falling 

into a debt trap, North Dakota’s rule provides a strong framework for this type 

of lending.  The current rule limits actions available to lender to prevent 

abuses, but it also inadvertently limits the ability of a lender to work with a 

borrower to work out of a difficult situation over time.  Under the current rule 

the only tool available to the lender is to cash the check or turn it over to 

collections which can be expensive for both the lender and the borrower.  
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This proposed change gives an additional option, to pay it off over time if 

both the borrower and lender agree to the change.         

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony.  

I would be happy to answer any questions the Committee may have. 
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2021 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
Room JW327C, State Capitol 

SB 2103 
3/17/2021 

 
 

Money broker exemptions, collections agency exemptions & deferred presentment 
service transaction procedures & money broker charges. 

 
 

(10:11)  Vice Chairman Keiser called the hearing to order. 
 
   

Representatives Attendance Representatives Attendance 
Chairman Lefor P Rep Ostlie  P 
Vice Chairman Keiser P Rep D Ruby P 
Rep Hagert P Rep Schauer P 
Rep Kasper A Rep Stemen P 
Rep Louser P Rep Thomas P 
Rep Nehring P Rep Adams P 
Rep O'Brien P Rep P Anderson P 

 
 

Discussion Topics: 
 

• Consumer protections 
• Money brokers 
• Annual percentage rates 
• Loan extensions, payment deferrals & refinance fees 
• Nonprofit corporations 
• Payday loan industry 

 
 
Corey Krebs~Assistant Commissioner-ND Financial Institutions.  Attachments #9662 &  
9663. 
 
Blair Thoreson~Representing One Main Financial.  Testified in support. 
 
Vice Chairman Keiser closed the hearing. 
 
Rep Thomas moved proposed amendments LC#21.8096.01001. 
 
Rep Hagert second. 
 
Voice vote    Motion carried.  
 
Rep Nehring Moved a Do Pass as Amended. 



House Industry, Business and Labor Committee  
SB 2103 
Mar 17, 2021 
Page 2  
   
 
Rep Adams second. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vote roll call taken   Motion carried 12-0-2 & Rep Nehring is the carrier. 
 
Additional written testimony:  #9715. 
 
(10:30)  End time. 
 
 
 
Ellen LeTang, Committee Clerk 
 
 

Representatives Vote 
Chairman Lefor A 
Vice Chairman Keiser Y 
Rep Hagert Y 
Rep Jim Kasper A 
Rep Scott Louser Y 
Rep Nehring Y 
Rep O'Brien Y 
Rep Ostlie Y 
Rep Ruby Y 
Rep Schauer Y 
Rep Stemen Y 
Rep Thomas Y 
Rep Adams Y 
Rep P Anderson Y 



21.8096.01001 
Title.02000 

Adopted by the House Industry, Business and 
Labor Committee 

March 17, 2021 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2103 

Page 2, line 28, remove "for any ancillary product or service and any other charge" 

Page 2, line 29, replace "or fee incident to" with "and fees necessary for" 

Page 2, line 29, after "credit" insert "incurred at the time of origination" 

Page 3, line 1, remove "installment" 

Page 3, line 1, replace", not to" with". For loans originated for fifty thousand dollars or less, 
these charges may not" 

Renumber accordingly 

Page No. 1 21.8096.01001 



Com Standing Committee Report Module ID: h_stcomrep_46_004
March 17, 2021 12:51PM  Carrier: Nehring 

Insert LC: 21.8096.01001 Title: 02000

REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE
SB 2103: Industry, Business and Labor Committee (Rep. Lefor, Chairman) recommends 

AMENDMENTS AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO PASS (12 
YEAS, 0 NAYS, 2 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). SB 2103 was placed on the Sixth 
order on the calendar. 

Page 2, line 28, remove "for any ancillary product or service and any other charge"

Page 2, line 29, replace "or fee incident to" with "and fees necessary for"

Page 2, line 29, after "credit" insert "incurred at the time of origination"

Page 3, line 1, remove "installment"

Page 3, line 1, replace ", not to" with ". For loans originated for fifty thousand dollars or less, 
these charges may not" 

Renumber accordingly

(1) DESK (3) COMMITTEE Page 1 h_stcomrep_46_004



 
 

 
MEMORANDUM 

 
 

DATE:  March 17, 2021 
 
TO:   House Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
 
FROM:  Corey Krebs, Assistant Commissioner 
 
SUBJECT:  Testimony in Support of Senate Bill No. 2103 

 

Chairman Lefor and members of the House Industry, Business and 

Labor Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify in support of Senate 

Bill No. 2103.  The purpose of this bill is to address weaknesses in current 

law as identified by industry professionals, attorneys, and department staff. 

We have considered the input of these stakeholders and this bill strikes a 

balance, eliminating unnecessary burdens where possible, modernizing 

consumer protections to be consistent with those of other states, and 

clarifying language within existing law.  

Senate Bill 2103 includes amendments to Chapters 13-04.1-02.1, 13-

05-02.3, 13-08-12, 13-04.1-09.2, and 13-04.1-09.3 of the North Dakota 
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Century Code relating to money brokers, collection agencies, and deferred 

presentment service providers.   

Please note, that we are asking for an amendment to this bill.  

Following the passage of this bill in the Senate, we heard concerns from 

several companies on unintended consequences of the original wording.  We 

have worked with these companies and the Attorney General’s office on an 

amendment which should address these concerns.  I will address the specific 

wording changes of the proposed amendment in each respective section of 

the bill. 

Section 1 of the Bill would amend 13-04.1-02.1 related to exemptions 

to the money broker statute.  Money brokers are persons or entities who 

engage in the act of arranging or providing loans or lease financing.  The rule 

establishes licensing requirements, bonding requirements, and a framework 

over the process to help protect the public from misleading or predatory 

practices and individuals.  The rule also specifically exempts groups and 

individuals from these rules if the risks are otherwise controlled or mitigated.   

One group that is specifically exempt is state or federal agencies or 

their employees.  It is assumed the intention was for this employee 

exemption to apply to their actions executed in their capacity as government 

employees.   For example, an employee of the North Dakota Housing 
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Finance Agency would be specifically exempt from this law as this state 

agency mission involves lending and controls exist over this agency.  What 

is not clear is if other employees acting outside of their role as a government 

employee are also exempt.  For example, would an employee of the 

Department of Transportation be exempt by virtue of that employment with 

the state even if the loans being granted were not part of their duties as an 

employee of the state, rather a secondary business venture?  This bill adds 

clarifying language to ensure only lending activity related to the individual’s 

duties as a government employee is exempt from this statute.       

 This bill also adds two new exemptions from the money broker 

licensing requirement, the first of these being certain certified development 

corporations.   Much of the activity performed by certified development 

corporations currently subject to the money broker regulation is part of their 

work with Small Business Administration loans.  These loans are subject to 

review by this government agency, thus the risks to consumers or 

businesses are greatly limited.  Many also offer other loan products in 

addition to their Small Business Administration loan activity. If these 

additional loan product offerings were primarily to promote community 

development or home ownership rather than being a profit center for the 

certified development corporation, under this proposal, the company can 
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continue to be exempt.  This exemption will limit any cost or burden for these 

companies if they are engaging in low-risk activity or review from the Small 

Business Administration. 

The department reached out to the industry for their input on this 

exemption.  The response received was generally positive.  There was one 

request for a greater level of exemption.  The request was to exempt loan 

products which were written with terms that were more profitable to the 

company than those outlined in this bill.  This broader exemption was 

considered but ultimately was not incorporated into this bill.  This exemption 

is limited to low-risk activity, activities which were clearly to promote 

community development or home ownership.  Higher return products may or 

may not be written for this purpose, thus pose a higher risk to consumers 

and are not eligible for an exemption.  It is important to note that if a 

community development corporation wishes to engage in higher return 

lending which is not exempt, they can do so after obtaining a money broker’s 

license, ensuring a base set of protections are in place just as they do today.  

This exemption makes compliance easier for companies that wish to engage 

in low-risk activity.     

The second exemption created with this bill is for nonprofit corporations 

that offer a limited number of loans, again with terms that make it clear they 
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were designed for community development purposes.  Here again this 

exemption was discussed with the industry and it appears to meet their 

needs while limiting consumer risk.     

Section 2 and section 5 of this bill are related to each other.  Section 5 

repeals 13-04.1-09.2, which relates to protections for small dollar loans, and 

in its place, section 2 establishes 13-04.1-09.3 as the framework for loans 

written under chapter 13, including small dollar loans.  This change makes 

North Dakota’s rule more similar to rules of other states. 

The current rule, 13-04.1-09.2 is problematic for several reason.  First 

and foremost, it is unnecessarily complex in the formula used to calculate 

maximum finance charges for small dollar loans.  The result of this complex 

formula is one of the lowest returns allowed by any state for small loans, 

which could limit credit options for consumers.  It also establishes no interest 

rate framework for loans above $1000 and no framework governing fees, 

making us only one of two states not addressing late fees.  This makes our 

law inconsistent with most other states and applicable federal law.  Finally, 

lenders can exploit weaknesses in the current rule to structure credits in such 

a way to circumvent most of the protection in this law. 

It is interesting to note, that consumer advocacy groups have long 

criticized the payday loan industry for predatory loan practices.  In North 
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Dakota, we have not heard issues with the payday loan industry, likely due 

to the strong controls we have over this industry.  However, we do see issues 

with money brokers, particularly online lenders offering small dollar loans.  It 

appears there are loopholes that are resulting in practices which may not 

have been intended by the legislative body when the original small dollar 

loan protections were adopted.   

These weaknesses and inconsistencies are a concern for two reasons.  

First, for North Dakota consumers it means that they have fewer safeguards 

from predatory lending practices than they would have if they were citizens 

of another state.  Secondly, for lenders it means that the current law is a 

prime target for action from consumer advocacy groups.  Consumer 

advocacy groups have sponsored voter-initiated measures as close to us as 

South Dakota.  Voter initiated measures are great but are often simple 

prohibitions or limits that could make otherwise desirable practices 

unprofitable and have the unintended consequence of limiting consumer 

credit options.  The Department is proposing this change as a well-reasoned 

rule which attempts to establish protections from predatory lending practices 

while not being unduly burdensome to limit consumer credit options.         

Prior to drafting the proposed 13-04.1-09.3, the department 

researched comparable rules employed by other states and the federal 
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government.  While a wide range of limitations exist, some limits such as a 

36% limit on annual percentage rates (APR) seem to be emerging as the 

prevailing limit adopted by more and more states, probably because this is 

the limit also used by the federal government to protect military service 

members.  Other limits where possible, such as limits on late fees, were 

selected for both simplicity in calculation and after considering the limits of 

surrounding states.   

 Finally, loan extensions, payment deferrals, and refinance fees are 

normal parts of loan administration, but can also be used to circumvent APR 

limitations or late fee charge limitations.  Efforts were made to limit the ability 

to circumvent these rules including a prohibition on balloon payments and 

excess late or extension fees for small dollar loans.  This avoids a complete 

prohibition of these activities, but also establishes a reasonable framework 

in which to use them to prevent predatory lending practices.    

It should be noted that we do not believe many North Dakota lenders 

will be impacted by these changes.  Most North Dakota lenders offer terms 

well below the limits proposed here.  Most of the lenders the department 

sees engaging in these more aggressive lending practices are online only 

lenders without a physical presence in North Dakota and minimal lending 

activity in North Dakota. 
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We did hear from lobbyists after this bill was approved by the Senate.  

Their concern is that the wording of the bill would result in an “all in” approach 

to calculating the interest rate.  It is the Department’s intention to calculate 

the maximum interest rate charge at the time of loan origination and the limit 

on charges and fees only include charges and fees mandatory for the 

extension of credit.  The bill’s current wording did not do this.  We worked 

with the Attorney General’s office and determined that replacing the words 

“or fee incident to” with “and fees mandatory for” on page 2 line 29 resolves 

this issue.  The Department is asking for this change as part of the proposed 

amendment.   

We also heard from lobbyists representing lenders that finance auto 

dealers’ inventory of cars for sale, a loan type known as floor plan loans.  

Their concern was that subsequent fees charged for advances on these lines 

of credit would be included in the maximum interest rate calculation and the 

late payment cap was low for large commercial loans.  We consulted with 

the Attorney General’s office and confirmed that these advance fees would 

not be included with the bill’s current wording.  However, to make it more 

clear, we are proposing additional wording changes to page 2 lines 28 and 

29 as part of the proposed amendment.  These changes make it clear that 

the maximum charges for loans under this section are not calculated on any 
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charges incurred subsequent to the credit or loan document origination or at 

the time advances are made under lines of credit.   

We are also proposing an amendment to page 3 line 1 to ensure the 

cap on late fees does not create an artificial low limit on the large credits 

such as auto dealer floor plans.  The maximum charges for delinquent loan 

payments would not apply to loans originated for more than $50,000.  The 

origination amount for revolving lines of credit is the maximum draw 

established at the time of origination, not the amount each advance on the 

line. The $50,000 threshold was selected as it has been used by other states 

for exclusion from items such as disclosure requirements, thus creating an 

element of consistency.  We believe that with this amendment we are 

creating sufficient consumer safeguards without creating undue regulatory 

hurdles or limits.   

It is also important to point out that this rule only applies to those 

subject to the money broker regulation.  This does not apply to banks or 

credit unions.  When discussing this change with those industries, we have 

tried to make that clear.  We have also pointed out that banks and credit 

unions are subject to greater federal government oversight than are money 

brokers which is the reason for a state rule applying just to money brokers.    
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Section 3 of the Bill would amend 13-05-02.3 related to exemptions to 

the collection agency statute.  The rule establishes licensing requirements, 

bonding requirements, and a framework over the process to help protect the 

public from misleading or predatory practices and individuals.   

Much like the money broker statute, certain government employees 

are exempt from the collection agency statue.  This bill adds clarifying 

language to ensure only collection activity related to the individual’s duties 

as a government employee is exempt from this statute. 

This rule also has an exemption for licensed real estate brokers.  The 

proposed change makes it clear the exemption is for activity related to that 

individual’s professional license.   

Finally, section 4 of this bill is a change related to 13-08-12 governing 

Deferred Presentment Service Providers also known as payday lenders.  To 

limit the risk of predatory practices and to avoid the risk of a borrower falling 

into a debt trap, North Dakota’s rule provides a strong framework for this type 

of lending.  The current rule limits actions available to lender to prevent 

abuses, but it also inadvertently limits the ability of a lender to work with a 

borrower to work out of a difficult situation over time.  Under the current rule 

the only tool available to the lender is to cash the check or turn it over to 

collections which can be expensive for both the lender and the borrower.  
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This proposed change gives an additional option, to pay it off over time if 

both the borrower and lender agree to the change.         

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to provide this testimony.  

I would be happy to answer any questions the Committee may have. 



PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO SENATE BILL NO. 2103 

 

Page 2 line 28, remove “for any ancillary product or service and any other charge” 

Page 2 line 29, replace “or fee incident to” with “and fees mandatory for” 

Page 2 line 29, after “credit” insert “incurred at the time of origination” 

Page 3, line 1, remove “installment” 

Page 3, line 1 replace “, not to” with “.  For loans originated for fifty thousand dollars or less, 

these late charges may not” 

Renumber accordingly 

# 9663



 
 
     

 
 
 
 

House Industry, Business and Labor Committee 
 

March 17, 2021 
 

Senate Bill No. 2103 
 
Chairman Lefor and Members of the Committee, 
 
Our companies, Automotive Finance Corporation and NextGear Capital, Inc., operate in a niche 
credit market known as “floor plan financing,” which allows car dealers of varying sizes across 
the country to finance their motor vehicle inventory being held for resale.  Floor plan financing 
arrangements typically involve a commercial line of credit that can be used at vehicle auctions, to 
finance dealer-to-dealer purchases, and to finance customer trade-ins.  Each advance on the line of 
credit is a type of short-term, secured loan relating to a specific motor vehicle, in which the floor 
plan lender retains a security interest in the vehicle being financed.  The floor plan line of credit is 
further secured by a blanket security interest in the borrower’s other assets. Notably, our 
companies do not provide any financing to retail consumers.   
 
On our first analysis of SB 2103, we were concerned that the bill would place restrictions on the 
types and amounts of fees commonly charged in typical floor plan lending arrangements.  
Specifically, at the time a commercial floor plan line of credit is opened, it is not possible for either 
the borrower or the lender to know the total “cost” of the financing, for several reasons. For 
example:  
 

• Floor plan lines of credit are typically discretionary. A borrower could choose not 
to utilize its credit line at all, or the lender could choose to not make certain 
requested advances (such as for high-end vehicles). 

• Individual dollar costs of each advance will vary based on the amount of the 
advance requested and the amount of time the dealer takes to repay that advance.  
The initial “floor plan fee” for each advance is known, but the total fees to be 
charged over the life of the advance can vary. 

• Total fees charged will depend on whether the vehicle was purchased at an 
auction or elsewhere; whether the floor plan advance was made at the time of 
purchase or at some later date; whether the advance is repaid during the first 
repayment period or if additional repayment periods are requested; and in some 
cases, will depend on the amount of the advance itself. 

• The interest rates to be charged on the line of credit are known at the time of 
contracting, but can also vary thereafter.  Interest is determined for each specific 
floor plan advance as of the floor plan date.  In most cases, the dealer’s interest 

# 9715



rate will be tied to the lender’s published “base rate” or “prime rate”—which can 
change over time, similar to the Fed’s interest rate changes—plus an agreed-upon 
“contract rate.” Accordingly, an advance that is made in one month may be 
charged a different rate of interest than an advance made in a subsequent month 
if, for example, the lender published a change to the base rate or the prime rate 
changes in the intervening time period.   

 
Our companies jointly reached out to the Department of Financial Institutions (“DFI”) to raise our 
collective concern that SB 2103 does not take into consideration the standard industry practices 
for commercial floor plan lending noted above. While the conversations were productive, our 
concerns with the language of the bill remain, although it has become clear that DFI’s intent is—
importantly—consistent with the following: 
 

1) The DFI pointed out that the “maximum charges” for loans permitted under NDCC Section 
13-04.1-09.3 are calculated at the time of the execution of the credit or loan document, and 
that those maximums are limited to charges, if any, that are mandatory at the time of 
execution of the credit or loan document. Under current floor plan industry practices, no 
charges are typically incurred at the time the loan documents are executed. 

 
2) The DFI has shared its interpretation that the maximum charges for loans under this section 

are not calculated on any charges incurred subsequent to the execution of the credit or loan 
document, nor at the time advances are made under commercial revolving lines of credit. 
 

3) There is uncertainty concerning the application of the section on maximum late charges. It 
is important to know DFI’s interpretation and confirmation that SB 2103’s maximum late 
charges provisions for revolving credit lines or loans over $50,000 at the time of execution 
of the loan documents shall be the greater of 5% of the late payment or $20.00.   

 
We appreciate your review of our concerns and support the intent of the bill, as mentioned above. 
We would be pleased to offer the committee as much additional detail as might be helpful. We 
thank DFI for their collaboration, and we thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mark Nelson        Eric Wright 
Automotive Finance Corporation     NextGear Capital, Inc. 
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